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Interactive texts

Parser-Based
(Inform 7)

Listed Choices/ CYOA
(Twine)

Why Listed Choices/ CYOA in a humanities class?

http://inform7.com/
http://twinery.org/
playthepast.org


Interactive texts – “gaming a text?”

Cybertext
& 

Digital Narrative



Listed Choice /CYOA Examples

The Fever - Rachel Ponce

Path of Honors (Experimental) – Jeremiah McCall

Purchasing the American Dream - Jillian Hinegardner

Fair Verona Example – Jeremiah McCall

First Draft of the Revolution - Emily Short

Invasion - Cat Manning and Kerstin Hall

http://theappendix.net/special/the-fever/
http://www.philome.la/gamingthepast/path-of-honors-experimental
https://ehistory.osu.edu/exhibitions/americandream/index
http://www.philome.la/gamingthepast/fair-verona---example-for-english-class
https://lizadaly.com/first-draft/
https://sub-q.com/play-invasion/


Interactive text is about CHOICES.

Motivations, choices, and consequences

Chains of causation

Varied outcomes that are not entirely predictable

A sense of anticipation, engagement, exploration, curiosity

A valued product



Why design interactive texts for students?

Engagement – (Remember the right tool for the job)
Introducing ideas and content in terms of choices 

and outcomes, cause and effect
Investigation of different                               

possibilities
Practical applications of                                

knowledge?
Focus on reading



Why have students design interactive texts?

Intellectual challenge of divergent/counterfactual 
thinking
Natural motivation to drive research
Creative analysis of possibilities                                         

that are authentic
Generation of curiosity and                                                

meaningful counterfactual                                            
discussions
Creating with knowledge
Emphasis on writing
A valued output



What might that look like …

In literature?

In history? (student)

In another language? (English, French)

file:///C:/Users/mccallj/OneDrive - Cincinnati Country Day School/sim presentations and writing/ISACS Twine 2016/Example R+J.html
file:///C:/Users/mccallj/OneDrive - Cincinnati Country Day School/sim presentations and writing/ISACS Twine 2016/Example Investiture Contest.html
file:///C:/Users/mccallj/OneDrive - Cincinnati Country Day School/Simulations/TWINE/RR Twine/Marcipuella .html
file:///C:/Users/mccallj/OneDrive - Cincinnati Country Day School/sim presentations and writing/ISACS Twine 2016/Example - Simple Spanish.html
file:///C:/Users/mccallj/OneDrive - Cincinnati Country Day School/sim presentations and writing/ISACS Twine 2016/Example - Simple French .html


Time to Choose

1. See more 
examples of 
interactive 
texts

2. Learn some 
Twine

3. Look at 
some 
assignments 
and rubrics



Choice 1: Listed Choice /CYOA Examples

The Fever - Rachel Ponce

Path of Honors (Experimental) – Jeremiah McCall

Purchasing the American Dream - Jillian Hinegardner

Fair Verona Example – Jeremiah McCall

First Draft of the Revolution - Emily Short

Invasion - Cat Manning and Kerstin Hall

http://theappendix.net/special/the-fever/
http://www.philome.la/gamingthepast/path-of-honors-experimental
https://ehistory.osu.edu/exhibitions/americandream/index
http://www.philome.la/gamingthepast/fair-verona---example-for-english-class
https://lizadaly.com/first-draft/
https://sub-q.com/play-invasion/


Choice 2: Twine Basics – Startup and Story Map Editor

Twinery.org
Harlowe Manual

twinery.org
http://twine2.neocities.org/


Story Map and Passage Editor

DON’T FORGET TO X OUT OF THE 
PASSAGE EDITOR TO SAVE CHANGES.

CUT AND PASTE WORK BUT THERE IS 
NO UNDO (WINDOWS CTRL Z)



Passages

The Basics
Descriptive text 

Links to more 

passages



Links – (Remember the Tyranny/Stupidity of Code Principle)

[[Text Player Sees->Destination Passage]]

[[Go to work->Work Starts]]

[[Stay home->Boss calls]] Go to work.
Stay home.

Works starts 
as it always 

does

You hide 
under the 
covers but 

your boss calls



Seen in a Web-Page



Structure of a Text and Link Twine

Initial 
Circumstance

Option A Option B

Option A1 Option A2 Option B1 Option B2

End 1 End2 End 3 End 4 End 5  End 6 End 7  End 8



Advanced Features

The Purpose
Designer control 
over the passages 
players can reach 
and the texts they 
can read

Provide a more 
individual 
experience



Varying Text Randomly

(either: “passage 1”,”passage 2”)

Your politics are(either: “Jacobin", “Sans-

Culotte“)

Your gaze is(either: “steely”,”kind”)



Keeping track of the story: variables

Keep track of 
something that 

happens in a 
variable

(a named storage 
space)

Check the 
information 
stored in the 

variable 
later

Display certain 
text based on 

the information 
in the variable

Display certain  
text based on 

the information 
in the variable

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3



Step 1: Keeping track of the story: variables

(set: $nameOfVariable to value)

Example:

(set: $score to 0)

(set: $name to “Josephine”)

(set: $mercutioDead to false)



Step 1: Player choice stores a value in a variable

You are off on an historically accurate, literarily 
sophisticated, and linguistically rich adventure.
Is your name ...

[[Josephine->Chose Josephine]]
or
[[Maynard->Chose Maynard]]

(set: $name to "Josephine")
You are $name, and your 
name tells everyone who you 
are.

(set: $name to “Maynard")

You are $name, and you are 
very fond of your name. 

The 
simplest, 

yet 
perfectly 

legitimate 
way



Step 1 – Player choice changes a value in a variable

(link:”Text player clicks”)[(set: 
$nameOfVariable to value)]

-OR-

(link:”Text player clicks”)[(set: 
$nameOfVariable to value)(goto: “name 
of passage”)]

Set operators

is,+=,-= 
The more complicated, equally 

legitimate, and sometimes useful way



Step 1: Player choice stores a value in a variable

You are off on an historically accurate, literarily 
sophisticated, and linguistically rich adventure.
Is your name ...
(link: “Josephine”)[(set: $name to 
“Josephine”)(goto: “Next Passage”)]
or
(link: “Maynard”)[(set: $name to 
“Maynard”)(goto: “Next Passage”)]

You are $name, and your 
name tells everyone who you 
are.

The more 
complicate

d, equally 
legitimate, 

and 
sometimes 
useful way



Steps 2-3: Using variables to vary text displayed - syntax

(if: $nameOfVariable is
someValue)[Text to Display]

-OR-

(if: $nameOfVariable is
someValue)[Text to Display]

(else:)[Text to Display]



Example 1: Keeping track of score in a variable

Step 1:
(set: $score to 0)

Step 2:
(link:”Better Choice”)[(set: $score 
+=1)(goto: “The Better Passage”)]

(link:”Worse Choice”)[(set: $score -
=1)(goto: “The Worse Passage”)]



Example 1: Keeping track of score in a variable

Steps 2-3:
(if: $score > 1)[You’re making 
progress]]

(if: $score > 1)[You’re making 
progress]](else:)[You need to 
step things up a bit]



Example 2: Tracking an in-game event

Step 1:
(link:”Make a stirring 
speech”)[(set: $speechDelivered
to true)(goto: “The Next 
Passage”)]

(link:”Say nothing”)[(set: 
$speechDelivered to false)(goto: 
“The Next Passage”)]



Example 2: Tracking an in-game event

Steps 2-3:
(if: $speechDelivered is 
true)[You have changed the 
outcome of the Revolution]]
(else:)[Your silence on the 
matter undermined your allies and 
now all is lost.]



Choice 3: Student Twine Projects



Quick and easy projects

Wander a small environment

Have a conversation with a 

person/character

Make an interactive speech

Re-cast a succinct literary episode or 

historical interaction as a series of 

motivations, choices and outcomes



Managing a large-scale student Twine project

Research Component 

Writing Process

Constructing the twine



Reverse engineering – the finished product

References and Research

Historical/Literary Authenticity

Language and Writing

Decision Making



Research Component

Prompt: 

Who is the player character and what is his historical 
background ? 

What are the challenges/problems/obstacles she must 
face/overcome? 

What kinds of decisions and actions were available to 
him when facing these challenges/problems/obstacles

Format and Content: 

Researched from valid sources and primary texts

Formal essay, informal essay, presentation, podcast



Writing Process

Chunk into segments (both by due date and 
writer

Use a word processor

Grammar and Style

Start

It was a dark and 

stormy night.

[[Flee->Run Away]]

[[Stay->Trouble 

Arrives]]



Design Issues – The Anatomy of a Choice

Components

 Is the context of the choice clear?
Are the options distinct and clear?
What are the outcomes of the choices in game terms 

how are they expressed and are they clear?

What are the trade-offs?



Constructing the Twine

Logistical limitations – one 

computer has to be the compiler

Division of labor – compiler, 

proofreaders

Citation methods

The importance of drafts and 

revision

Peer play-testing


